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ABSTRACT

The historical record is often dominated by impressive, but also sterile, facts and figures
while the voices and experiences of common people are disregarded. This thesis aims to reclaim
an untold part of twentieth-century American history by capturing the voice of an ordinary
farmer who struggled and triumphed through both world wars and the Great Depression.
I tell these stories through documentary poetry, a genre combining the literary techniques
of poetry, such as concrete imagery and compression, with the journalist’s or historian’s impulse
to record the facts. The language for each poem was collected from original letters and writings
by John Edgar Trumbauer as well as personal interviews conducted with surviving relatives and
contemporaries who knew him well. Once I had collected individual moments, anecdotes, and
memories, I selected fragments from the larger body of texts and oral testimonies and pieced
them together. From there, I refined and rendered the language into a poetic form retaining the
original voice and power of the source material. I chose material for each poem in order to
capture familiar stories of hardship and triumph while highlighting the less familiar moments of
everyday life that helped to build the motivation and resilience required to survive in the face of
great hardships.
The resulting collection provides new perspectives on familiar events in American
history. And the stories express American ideals of determination and self reliance that are still
relevant to the challenges we face today.
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Chapter 1
Preface

Figure 1. John Edgar and Nora Trumbauer
“I am leaving, writing a brief description before I go. At my age I am more appreciative
of the past than of the present. Today’s events are presented to us by the media in a
continuous stream. Past events remembered are at intervals, long or short. I remember
them better than anything today.” - John Edgar Trumbauer.
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I heard once that all of art and writing and rhetoric that has ever been, or will ever be, is
connected. Taken together, they make a great dialogue that reaches back to the first moments of
human history. It is daunting to imagine how cave paintings, political speeches, and pop songs
can be part of the same conversation, but on a smaller scale, the idea seems obvious. Everything
I write responds to things that I have read or seen or heard. What I believe, what I challenge,
even what I struggle to understand, speaks to that which came before me.
The idea of conversation has always been central to this project. The dialogue started
long before this work was even the smallest seed of an idea. Growing up, I heard stories about
my parents, grandparents, and great grandparents. I knew that we had come from farmers, knew
that my ancestors had endured both world wars, the Great Depression, and countless other
defining moments in American history, as they lived along the bends of the Towamencin Creek
by an old dirt road that has since been paved and named “Trumbauer Road.” I have driven past
that place more times than I can count. As a writer, I should say that I listened to the stories, let
them feed my own creativity and nurture my muse. But I didn’t—I was too young to care about
the past.
Almost three years ago, however, I rediscovered those stories and that family history in
the pages of a memoir written by my great-grandfather. By chance, I took a course in
documentary poetry at a moment in my life when I did not imagine myself a poet, much less a
historian. Looking back now, I might call it “Providence,” as he would have. Somewhere
between reading the poems of Charles Reznikoff and Muriel Rukeyser, I found John Edgar
Trumbauer, my great grandfather, in the words he left behind. I had known him in the earliest
years of my life, but I can only recall him now through the stories of our time together and his
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extensive collection of writings. Reading his memoir for the first time, I felt that I was having
half of a conversation with a man I never had a chance to meet.
Several generations removed from me, this man was self-taught, and a farmer for most of
his life. We could not have come from more different worlds, but I could not shake an
overwhelming sense of affinity and familiarity. He loved books, had an insatiable hunger for
learning, was driven and determined. He overcame obstacles that few people expected him to
meet, triumphed when he was told he would fail, and survived through a Great Depression that
broke so many farmers like him. As I pored over pages of his memoir, struggling to piece
together fragments of memories, I marveled at his stories, and, even more, at the way he told
them. He never boasted, although there were times when I detected a hint of quiet pride as he
described having succeeded when others believed he had no chance.
What might have begun as mere curiosity quickly grew into fascination. I began my
journey cautiously, because I did not want to keep these words in any form other than the way I
found them. I framed and shaped his language but I never pressed the words, never pushed them
till they broke. I wanted to interact with his stories without challenging them or myself. But that
wasn’t enough; I had to be a part of the conversation, not just an echo of it.
Writing “as a father, a grandfather, and a great-grandfather,” he penned those words “for
future use if any should be wanted.” One of the first of his great grandchildren, I was born a few
months after he wrote those words. Perhaps they were meant for me. He had already begun the
conversation, and now, maybe, it is my place to continue it. That thought freed me to explore the
full extent of his writing, and, more importantly, it gave me the liberty to exercise more freedom
in recreating the text. Mine was the dual purpose of preservationist and poet.
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As curator of a family history, I took the memoir as my touchstone, the center of the
collection, and I worked out from there. Slowly I uncovered letters, old newspaper clippings, and
pictures that linked back to stories, excavating these fragments from old boxes in dusty attics. As
much as possible, I held to the text, to his voice, but in some places too much had been lost or
left unsaid. To fill the gaps, I pursued oral tradition, interviewing his children, friends, and
contemporaries. Their voices added depth to the history I’d already uncovered.
In many ways I found myself drawn to that idea of conversation, and to his words that
expressed the hope that his memories would find some future use. His stories contain power and
truth, but they had never reached a larger audience. When I inherited his papers and collections, I
accepted the responsibility of caring for them, of recreating his story as honestly and truthfully as
I could. I felt a power in the past, and, as I pored through the words he’d left, I found moments of
resonance that had survived. I was more than a curator; I felt like a translator and amplifier. His
voice in the conversation was still so quiet.
I returned to the source materials with a renewed sense of purpose. His memoir, the
letters and notes, pictures and newspaper clippings felt like another piece in this growing
conversation. Each poem became a sort of journey, a familiar routine. First there was the
discovery, then there was the rendering process, reducing and reworking until the final poem
emerged. I immersed myself in the memoir; it was my guide through his life. I can’t count the
number of times I read through those pages, adding notes and slips of paper until my copy all but
bristled, a multicolored pincushion of Post-it Notes. When I found a story, or an anecdote, or
sometimes just a turn of phrase, I began to search through the old letters and pictures and
interview notes. I found every scrap of writing that connected to that central moment, slowly
building out the image or idea until all the fragments became something bigger. And as I
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gathered them, I rebuilt them, transcribing his words exactly. The language had to be exact; it
had to be his.
Like Charles Reznikoff working with court transcripts to create Testimony, I edited,
worked to take away and reduce the words while preserving the language as best I could. I was
an editor, taking the original source material and refining it, rendering it down from this massive,
overwhelming collection of thoughts and memories and reflections. Like a sculptor with a block
of marble, I worked to shape it by taking away all but the most important words and thoughts. I
changed the language only when necessary to preserve either his voice, or the intent behind the
words.
The choice to transform the primary texts into poetry felt like a natural progression from
this process of rendering each memory into something simple and powerful. I worked from an
imperfect history, grappling with gaps, moments of hesitation, even distortion. The memoir
moves in awkward fits and starts, skipping over decades at a time only to return to those missing
years in later pages. Poetry, more specifically documentary poetry, allowed me to work
gracefully within these limitations while preserving historical fragments. I located the moments
that mattered, and the feelings that filled them, the parts where his voice sounded richest.
This project has led me to personal discovery and to claim a family history that I had
never known. At the same time, I sought to make something greater from the pieces of
something that was already finished. Rarely are poems made from the fragments of old letters
and the pages of a memoir that never attempted to be poetic. I have struggled with the notion of
artistry, but my project has been about more than the poems. They are the product, the piece that
I hope others will read and find meaningful, but beyond that, I have reclaimed a voice and a part
of my history, and American history, that has been largely forgotten. What follows is a product
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not only of my own voice, but of our voices in collusion. Whether an act “of madness or
brilliance,” to borrow his phrase, this is my piece in the conversation. I write not just as a poet,
but as a son, a grandson, and a great-grandson.
- Joseph Mayberry
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Chapter 2
As A Matter of Course

As A Matter of Course

A
farmer
died Friday
after a long
illness. He
was
93.
change
loss of

acceptable
weight,
sight,

hearing.
Certain areas of mem
ory are
gone, joints
are painful.
Walking
a chore
of exercise
he was a prolific
reader. A member of the
Museum of Natural
Science, North Penn
Rock and Mineral Club
an estate of memories
nearing their
end
some sweet, others quite bitter
but never mind–
wrote
memoirs
loved
nature
amateur archeologist
geologist, gemologist
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progressive

farmer

–life is like that
Nature shows differences
in every age,
I took my share, I
had small concern about them.
I feared only the fade
losing the world,
growing
ignorant
of my place
in it.
Would I be aware
of it?
I doubt it.
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Chapter 3
In Madness or Brilliance

Balance
In 1910 father bought a farm
of fifty-two acres along Towamencin Creek.
Land rough used by a man
intent to sell the timber and rob
the soil to exhaustion. A graceless
means to make a living.
Our land now, a disappointment
beside the other farms.
Arron Kriebel with the fresh
washed white picket fence
and the girl on the porch,
I could scarce forget.
The meadow grass was good
and naught much else, crops of corn
miserable to even inexperienced eyes.
Needed lime, then superphosphate,
seeded to clover, crop-less until
the soil healed.
Learned then the need for patience,
to take the slow way forward. Strength
to pour sweat and blood and the hunger
of time back into red clay left cracked
and broken. Our land used hard, untended,
coaxed back with the salt of our brow.
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Taking from the Towamencin I

The nearby creek never
failed, but flowed
through the worst drought.
Good catches of fish
were taken in season.
I once asked an old fisher-man how to catch suckers.
His reply was gracious
and explicit: “In March
and April, when the weather
changes from warm
to cold, cast your line
for suckers. Select a large
worm, put it on all the way
to the eye of the hook.
Adjust the float
to let the hook reach
the bottom or nearly
so. If suckers there be,
you’ll catch some.”
I now know it was
the change
to cold
that made the difference.
No doubt he could
have instructed me more.
I never saw him again.
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Mr. Blakely’s Coach

It was a thing of pomp
and style. I loved to watch
Mr. Blakely climb into his
morning coach on his way
to the daily train to Philadelphia.
The light closed carriage
hitched to horses high
and proud, with a coat
of such shine, and the driver
riding, raised up right behind.
A thing forbidden but glorious
all the same. A child, still,
I could not resist, patting
the horses or mounting the high
seat with the driver who was not pleased.
Discovered at the station, my smile
wide until mother cried, fearing
she’d lose his business to the boldness
of my classless ride. But Mr. Blakely returned
to our corner store before the week’s
end.
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Louie

For fifty years I knew
a man who came annually
buying rags, scrap metal, old
machinery, bags, and paper.
We called him Louie.
He first drove his horse
wagon into our barnyard
one very warm day in 1911.
A thunderstorm was rolling up.
The rain came as Louie tied
his horse at the corner.
There was a close
flash and a tremendous
bang. The horse jumped,
Louie was terrified.
He ran through the down-pour to where father and I stood.
Where’s the pig pen,
where’s the pig pen?
he demanded anxiously.
Father pointed to it.
Louie took off through the rain.
The rain soon stopped.
Father and I went out to investigate.
Louie was sitting on the feed
box, soaking wet, but seemingly
over his fright. Father asked,
why did you want to come in here?
Louie replied, Lightning won’t strike here
‘cause the devil’s in them pigs!
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Portrait of the Farmer

Built fresh from a boy,
thin
frail
wisp
of a man, broken
on arrival,
half blind
more
deaf.
A child, still I knew
to feel the warmth
of shame when the letters
came.
Grades for weight,
strength, hearing. I failed
them all. Yearly, public, ridiculous meant to remind
me what I already knew.
Lightweight from birth,
I persevered, determined
or just stubborn. Unfit,
they called me
but I never listened,
held close to the grindstone,
in madness
or brilliance.
Gave them no reason to think
me any heavier above
the neck.
Quit the sting of their words
the frailness of my frame,
my health, no better.
Unfit for labor
remade –
Farmer.
In this
I was
determined.
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Figure 2. Krieble School - First Row, Third from Left - 1910

Figure 3. Graduation - Second from Left, Standing - 1917
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Taking from the Towamencin II

Together,
the Koffel boys and I
learned to catch bullfrogs,
which were plentiful
at the time.
Their hind legs
were edible. By the early
evening the frogs would be below
a bank at the edge
of the water.
We used
a short pole, a red
clover fastened
to the end by a fish hook.
Guided by
the sound alone,
we crept, quiet, through tall grass.
The baited hook, hung low,
just inches from the frog.
He would leap –
for the red
clover,
become impaled
on the hook.
Our breakfast – earned.
Older boys went along
the creek after dark.
They shown a flashlight
on the frog, freezing him,
an easy shot with pistol or .22
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The Baltimore/Ohio Line

We walked to the tracks
three blocks
away eager to see the train.
But it was late
and we, tired of the waiting,
raced across them,
laughing, our hearts pounding back
against our chests
like the metal rails, thick
and strong, that shook, naught
more than brittle branches
beneath an angry wind.
Through the roar of our silence
it came. Billowing and belching
plumes of smoke and steam.
We clung, hand in hand
in shaking hand, till
the whistle blew, breaking
us free in time to see
our mothers, stern, approaching.
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A Life of Learning

I was a lightweight physically,
likely no heavier above the neck. My hearing
was only passable, my marks not much better.
I detested Latin but managed it, Algebra
I can no more comprehend now than I could then.
By late February I had enough of high school.
No more than fifteen and my education became
not a matter of schools, but of books and hunger
for what they contained.
I went at that as I went at farm work.
A little sleep would have been beneficial.
Still found time to read a great deal.
Mother and Father had given me good books –
vegetable and berry growing, farm crop management,
cow, horse and poultry care, beekeeping.
A whole range of subjects and I learned them all.
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Beekeeping

Our bees bought the winter of 1913,
carted, sleeping, over rough, muddy
March roads. By oil light I asked
question after
question,
curious
of the buzzing, the honey, the stings
that made father swell, and scared

brother from the homemade
hives.
My
curiosity
persisted
still,
studied bulletins to
learn,
tried
for myself what I could not read.
Recall the imagined chaos of the hive
the swarms of bees clinging to each

frame of
comb,
layers
deep
at times. The drone of their
wings
deafening even to my weakened ears.
Learned them slow, but steady. Female
workers as foragers, nurse
bees,
and guards. Drones without stingers

and the queen, trapped
in her
castle, afraid of the sun. Of pollen
for protein, nectar, honey, and brood.
The slant of the comb,
precise,
preventing each cell from
spilling.
Produced a little those early years,

a
pound
here,
another
there,
enough for father to buy modern
hives, enough
to keep my interest,
my hunger for knowledge as much
for honey piqued. Learned to manage
the queens, collect swarms – wild, feral.
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Self taught but persistent I expanded
my hives – two to fifteen, till trickles
of honey grew to a steadier stream
Enough
profit
to sustain
us
through a Depres
sion, a world war.
a farm, bought,
and sold, a farmer
now
old.

Figure 4. Honey - Produced and Packed - 1925
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Taking from the Towamencin III

I trapped in season
what was plenty, often muskrat.
One year there were skunks.
The landscape riddled
by small, conical holes
dug in their search for grubs.
In October, too early
for good skunk fur,
I got the idea of trapping them,
taking them alive,
putting them in an empty
brooder house, safe till colder
weather. I think I had ten
or twenty in the brooder house.
They were easy keepers, eating
almost anything, including
bread, milk, table scraps, dead
chickens, sweet corn.
By December the fur was ready.
I ran the tractor up
to the brooder, piped
the exhaust into the house.
Ten furs in twenty minutes,
good time, ready to be taken
to the fur buyers.
I never skinned a skunk myself,
letting the buyer do it.
Furs were high profit –
a black skunk might fetch six
dollars. A white stripe only half.
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Building the Farmer from Parts

In 1918, I started high school
five miles out. Rode bicycles when the roads were fit,
horse and buggy when they weren’t.
I suffered from the cold but said nothing.
Left in February 1919. Decided
I would stay on the farm.
My father did not spare me. Worked me hard
Thought maybe to drive me back to school
but I toughened up fast, never thought of quitting.
In the farm I found a new sense of freedom.
Never did spare myself. Took up
hunting and trapping atop the plowing.
Father caught ill again, and the entire
load fell to me. Eight cows to care for and milk
by hand, several heifers, three horses and ten bee colonies.
Mother took the two hundred hens and four hundred young chicks.
I’d a large stock of energy and ambition. Were it not
for mother, the weight might have been too much.
I struggled in the fields,
Father was like to have considered it before,
but with him gone, Mother finally decided I
was to have a new Fordson tractor,
with a two bottom plow and disc harrow attached.
Tractor cost three hundred twenty-five dollars.
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In Madness

or Brilliance, a bull
bought and sold.
Fine specimen – large, strong.
Proved too hard a character
when time came to move.
He would not walk
onto the trailer. He
was too big to push
was too ornery to coax.
A stroke of brilliance
found the hay hook pulley,
two horses, and a canvas sling.
A touch of madness
as we worked to lift just high
enough to fit the trailer underneath.
The plan started well,
hitched tight the horses
pulled, the pulley strained.
But when the bull was lifted
from his feet he began to bawl.
A cacophony of sound,
the horses panicked, bolted,
the hay hook in tow.
Pulled the bull too high
till sling hit pulley, snapping
the rope and dropping
the bull atop a mow full
of hay. Last I heard
they gave the bull
a tub of water,
let him eat his way down.
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Life in Ledger

Invested in machines, industry,
to replace brawn I never had.
Compressor for milk, $500
with steel tank included.
Bale drying in the pole barn,
36 inch fan, driven by five horses
in a single metal casing,
electric. Built the wind tunnel
from wire and rough studs
cut from our trees. Another $500 total
cost, worth that much yearly in returns.
Meager $35 to dry a season’s harvest.
I have the account
of a 1917 Model T.
$377.95 new, delivered,
extras too, another $30.24
and oil that year at $.15
a quart, gas $.25 a gallon.
Up on blocks by November,
mud roads swallowed tires
whole, greedy for more.
Used horses to pull
them free. Frozen over
was worse, shook bone
and shattered tire.
When the roads allowed, it guzzled
gas in gulps, 172 gallons.
Plus extras; can patches,
can grease, tire gauge, hub cap,
vulcanizing, locks, belts,
pump, polish and wax.
The first of many, while years
brought quick improvements.
A tractor for $325, to plow
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and sow, and cart milk
to town. Then electric lights
to work late into the night.
But that first, a car,
and a year of wear all told:
$460.63

Figure 5. 1917 Ford Touring
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Chapter 4
Providence

From Bitter Soil

The farm where the Hansells lived
had changed hands several times.
The current owners, Edward
Fitzgerald and his wife,
had lived there twenty years.
He was Irish, an agnostic,
and an alcoholic – a talker,
drunk or sober.
His wife was very nice,
but she had no chance with him.
Fitzgerald wanted to sell
for ten thousand dollars. I
offered sixty-five hundred. When I
proposed buying it, I was reminded
harshly by Nora’s family that,
in the memory of any person
living, no one had ever
made a profit there
and my sixty-five hundred
was too high a price to pay. I
was told it couldn’t be worth
more than three thousand.
After all, they said, Grand-Pop
had owned it a short time.
Paid twenty-nine hundred
thought it not worth keeping.
I had better expectations,
time justified me in this.
In about two years
Fitzgerald accepted my offer.
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Luxuries

Nora walking weekly for water,
down at the spring, carried
only enough to wash one head of hair.
Spared none for the boys, and mine
was long gone, still she went, half
mile, for our only daughter.
Washed eggs in the stairwell
stone walls on either side, sheltered
from the sun and cooled by the cellar
air. Nora polished each egg
by hand till they shown
stately and bright, ready for market.
Saved everything, nothing to waste,
gathered nuts, mushrooms, even dandelions.
Trapped, fished, hunted for food, strung out
clothes on the line for drying, another beside
of towels washed and ready to be used
again. Always careful to keep whatever we’d need.
Practical, practiced frugality,
built what we could from pieces
and parts, an old tractor motor,
gutted and dying, cobbled together
from bits and bobs, still strong
enough for making icecream.
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We Made Money

To put my plans
for the farm in motion
I borrowed my brother’s tractor,
plowed six of eight acres,
applied lime to the bitter
soil, and sowed wheat that September.
My father-in-law sold
me re-cleaned seed wheat
at ninety cents a bushel.
A farmer could go broke
at such a price!
We fed our crops
to the hens and pigs;
there was the profit!
I bought a five day old
jersey calf from Howard Ruth
for five dollars. Brother
loaned me another cow
in return for feeding
and housing some of his stock.
We had milk, butter,
cheese, ice cream, eggs
and chicken on the table
plus vegetables.
I had set out one
thousand asparagus roots, beets
and mint. We butchered one
or two hogs in winter.
Nora canned hundreds
of jars of jam,
vegetables, fruits, and meats.
We had smoked ham,
sausage, and bacon.
I was raising heifer calves.
I purchased two registered
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jersey heifers at a sale
in Bucks County. They
had calves in a few months.
We kept one or two brood sows.
They always had large litters –
six, eight, ten,
even more.
One sow had eighteen!
One of the eighteen died
at age six months,
the rest went to butcher –
seventeen hogs –
we made money!

Figure 6. Power Farming - 1936
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Sunday Morning Walks

When trees are green
with tender buds, and the dawn
light whispers through the Dutchman’s
breeches all hung in rows, to kiss
hepatica, windflower, grown wild and vivid,
sprawling out unchecked as woodland paths
wind high, then low.
Walked through fields of green,
greeted each by name, or purpose,
taught their taste, touch, color.
Spice bush to chew, bone set
for tea, hickory nuts spread out between
the trunks, and ferns with fiddled heads
held high in flocks, springing up among
the rocks. Blooms of dogwood,
redbuds, then the apples of May.
Spring beauties, blood root, calamus
fields, skunk cabbage, clover,
and proud jacks at their pulpits
and under their cowls. We watched
them while our feet keep time
with the woodpecker’s
sta – cca – to’d rhyme.
Always came back home to the tulip
poplar grove, at the corner
by the pond. Fresh fish for the catching
with homemade lines of sapling wood.
Followed the river to beach trees
on the high bank, carved our names
into the living bark.
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The Super C

A product of industry,
metal, motors. Ford’s
tractor saved my farming
career with wheels rising
past my head, housed
in a frame of red, metal
cloak. Patchwork faded, weathered,
and worn, to pallor – a dusty,
mud-caked pink.
Mounted early each morning,
lonely mechanical steed, grumbling
and growling in the still dark
cold before the sun came
to catch bright against
the rows of metal teeth, grinning.
This mighty maul, meant
for chewing up the earth,
could swallow me whole.
And the ground, hard still in the early
spring, single unbroken sheet, fields
full of the hard frost of winter, folding
and tearing, red clay pouring up
from beneath thick, steel blades.
A single pass to rend the ground,
pry it open as furrows,
deep, mortal wounds took shape
in earth untouched since first frost.
A pass again to grind it down,
pry rock, lifted by the winter cold,
from fields stained brick red
with dust and dirt, speckled
with quartz and arrow heads,
trinkets half hidden in the churning
ground. I knew their names,
their history, just from glimpses
caught from my tractor seat.
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Pete

All talons
and tail, noble
with red despite his tender
age. Abandoned
broken, we found
him helpless
on Keifer’s farm, left behind
because he was unfit
to fly, to hunt, to be a hawk.
Carried him home, forgave
the crimes of his kin.
Too young to punish,
too infirm to kill,
we nursed him back,
named him Pete.
Their eyes wide with wonder,
the boys let him fly, waited
each night for his return.
Kept him the summer,
a Trumbauer hawk,
while we hunted his brothers
who hunted our hens.
Raised him from broken
on mended wings,
let him fly, wild,
free, our redtail till
one day
he flew away.
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Self Employed

In October 1931, we had visitors,
an accountant from the office
of Bethlehem Steel Corporation
and his parents from Johnstown,
Pennsylvania. A depression was on.
I am certain now that he knew
he would be laid off.
They came Saturday afternoon
stayed overnight, went
to church with us,
and left Monday after breakfast
to look at another farm.
They were back in short time
paid eighty-one hundred dollars
for everything: cows, chickens,
two horses, the large
barn
stuffed
to the eves with hay.
Mother lived for twelve
years after that. The money
lasted as long as she did.
We rented Krieble’s school
lived there for several years.
Mother thought I should build
a house for myself but I
had no interest. In an effort
to get me started she talked
Edwin Anders into selling
a small lot, covered with trees,
a short distance away.
It was less than an acre,
and the price – three
hundred dollars. Poor mother – I
must have been a trial. I
would have nothing
to do with building a house. I
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said, in no uncertain terms, “If I
build a house, what will I
be? Someone’s employee
for the rest of my life!”

Figure 7. John Edgar Trumbauer at 20
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I called it Providence

when we sold the farm
in ’31, just before the market
turned, and plenty pushed
us to poverty. Then found
a place again, a home, before
the depression stole them, too.
Providence that I was already
thin when the years grew
gaunt, and withered months
were heaped high as harvests
left to rot, not worth the price
it cost to burn them where they stood.
That when men took to walking,
took to desperate
jobs, or left for whispers of help
wanted
hiring,
while others
waited,
withered
in lines,
starving,
I did not. In doubt I
turned to
work,
found it waiting
for me. Odd jobs, low pay.
A living wage,
enough when
most came back
starving
still. So full
of want
and of so little
else.
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“Dead Tired”

Just off the beach,
Daytona Florida.
The sun high, bright
against the burning sands.
A bed of dock wood
hot and hard,
the waves rolling rhythmic
lullaby. Old already
at twenty-three, tired to bones,
to feet and hands,
thin face, sun baked,
drawn empty
by its want for sleep.
Stretched out in long
sleeves, long pants
faded from black, polished
shoes still gleaming through
the glossy picture frame
Dead tired in Daytona, 1930.

Figure 8. Dead Tired - Daytona - 1930
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A Revolution of Need

The depression of the 1930s
cannot be described in a few words.
The situation of the people
who were out of work
running low on money
was pathetic. Family men
were desperate, a few left
their wives and assets
to roam the country.
Norman Anders had a milk
route in Lansdale. He also grew
five acres of potatoes,
had large crops.
A wagon driver told me,
he sold potatoes from the milk
wagon at one cent a pound.
The summer and fall
of 1932, I worked
for my brother
for one dollar a day
and lunch.
Brother and I took truck
loads of vegetables to Philadelphia
at night. We would see men
sleeping on park benches
with newspapers under and over them.
Charity and relief
were not yet well organized.
In late December of 1932,
Mother and I left
again for Florida
rented an upstairs apartment –
four dollars a week.
We did some cooking.
We were good walkers,
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together and separately.
I frequented the library
and the pier built
out into the Bay.
Franklin Roosevelt took office
in March 1933. His efforts
helped thousands,
but still only made a dent.
That spring
summer
fall
I worked again for my brother.
That winter and several more
I worked at the West Poultry Farm
for fifteen dollars
a week.
I walked to work
Always, thrift
was a vice with me.
West wanted me to work
year round, but I
wouldn’t do it. I
had other ideas,
continued to work
for my brother. I
made money from honey
bees – increased to forty colonies. I
had small income from investments.
Eggs and poultry production
was entirely different – manual,
physical, exhausting.
But a revolution was coming fast.
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The “gapes”

Hens selected to hatch,
removed to quiet,
given ever present supplies.
Made to sit, her incubation –
twenty-one days.
Set out after, in an outdoor coop,
preferably on grass.
The chosen hen kept safe,
her chicks, free to run
the yard and peck the ground,
often picking up worms
of a number or size to choke
off the chick’s supply of air.
Forced each to gasp for more
earned them the name: gapes.
Mother kept a lone watch
for the trouble.
Relief was simple, quick,
in her expert hands.
Took a hair from a horse’s tail,
doubled it,
looping the curved end. Above,
she twisted, tied tight, then,
chick in hand, beak open
between thumb
forefinger,
she’d push the loop down, inch,
sometimes more. Twist sharp, pull fast.
That ended the gapes.
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We found a lovely Golden Finch

by chance
walking with you
along the fence
It’s flight
a dance
of happenstance
put to motion
in that single moment,
electrified
a wire.
Frozen. Fragile feet held fist
fast and her silent, stopped song
lilting
wilting
to sudden
refrain.
Pink.
Yellow.
Beautiful.
petrified
with her eyes
wide
open.
all flush with color, just
a shock of feathers, still,
she seemed to gleam
as I held
her between
grandfather
granddaughter.
I tried to explain
the quiet
the crackle,
but you cried, and I
tried, made powerless
in her thin shadow.
We clung together
you and I, children, split
by generations
tied above her,
weeping for her
silence – beautiful,
Ours helpless and torn.
With spirits frail
and wishes vain,
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“we see
we hear
we feel
we taste
we smell the change
in every flower,
only wish it all would
last, be as new
still
as each hour.”
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Taking from the Towamencin IV

The creek ran clear
in those days.
It never stopped
flowing before 1955.
The water companies started
drilling deeper wells. Springs
dried up, and the creek
ran lower with every drought.
Fish are now entirely
gone; muskrats are scarce.
Once plentiful mussels
are gone, as are snapping
turtles, water snakes, even the frogs.
The creeks are all polluted now,
their bounty spent, no good
even for swimming.
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Chapter 5
Of Books and Hunger

A Farmer’s History Book

I am an inspector
of sunrises
and sunsets
I am a reader
of landscapes, of histories
told in the movement
of the stones,
written by continental
drifts, volcanism,
erosion,
and
man.
I spent my years
working the land, learning
it’s histories with my hands.
Born first from fire,
not the glacial shifting
of ice. Thrust up
from the depths by heat
and pressure in molten forms.
Sculpted back by
time,
countless centuries of wear.
Covered again by Triassic
waters fed from fast-flowing mountain streams.
Sediments of sandstone
and water rounded quartzite,
called Stockton, stacked
thousands of feet deep
till rift valley lifted, leveled,
enough for growing green. Signs
of climate change,
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warmth, and rain,
crushed back to stone.
Fit for quarries
hard and
dark
called Lockatong. Covered
over when rain was scarce
by Burnswick – mudstone
painted by the marbling
of iron and carbonite.
An unforgiving topsoil.
This is the soil and stone
on which I spent my work.
Not as fertile as from limestone,
the drainage was not good,
but crops were healthy, plentiful.
A farmer of understanding and ability
need never be ashamed of it.
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Of Books and Hunger

This is the process
of dying, a terrible
business. My body remembers
strength of youth when hands,
sun baked
to leather,
did not shake,
were sure, full of purpose.
When eyes, sharp
as fresh cut
quartz,
read through libraries
of knowledge, hungry
for more. Now faded,
their color forgotten,
covered by years
of dust.
Flashes now, called
back through tattered veil,
1910 on twenty-five cents.
Loose change to icecream – best in town,
or laughs and smiles,
five cents each
at the corner.
Skating, sledding, winter
sports in the dead
of night lighted
by a thousand times
as many stars, scattered
like harvest seeds
across the deep velvet.
I listen for them
still, only
silence
buzzing in my ears,
a steady
roar
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of bees reaching
back to when the sound
had only begun to
fade.
Remember five hives
at fifteen, slow shake
of father’s head, the soft
smile years later when five
turned to fifteen.
Can only imagine
the pride at the fiftyfive he did not last to see.

Worked hard, spent
my life in toil, till
the markets crashed.
An age of desperation,
where hunger
drove men
to leave,
sell
soap, knife
sharpening, neckties, no
end.
Wear shoes
to nothing, kept
walking, no money
for more. No
time to waste.
John Edgar Trumbauer
1903
1997
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Figure 9. Light Reading
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